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Market Overview 

 
In October the Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) delivered a body blow to South African 

Government Bonds (-2.3%) and the Rand (-4.2% against the USD). The revised tax collection shortfall 

of R50bn for the year sees the budget deficit widening to a whopping 4.3% of GDP. What is most 

worrying to us is that government debt as a percentage of GDP, a crucial indicator of a country’s 

creditworthiness, is projected to continue climbing rather than stabilize. 

 

Further ratings downgrades are now all but guaranteed and the yield required by investors to lend to 

South Africa is likely to rise further (+54bps in the month). 

 

The global backdrop was relatively benign. Strong economic data out of the US has likely emboldened 

the US Federal Reserve to continue its rate normalization process. The US Dollar strengthened 2.2% 

on a trade weighted basis as the market priced in relative hawkishness of the Fed compared to other 

major central banks. Post month-end it was announced that Jerome Powell will replace Janet Yellen 

as Fed Chair in February 2018. Powell is regarded as an experienced steady hand and a policy centrist 

which will ensure policy continuity within the Fed. 

 

The All Share Index was up 6.3% for the month driven largely by the Rand hedges and the dual-listed 

stocks owing to the Rand sell-off. JSE listed property (+2.0%) eked out a decent return in spite of rising 

bond yields. Preference shares (-1.4%) and SA Inflation Linked Bonds (-0.9%) were down for the 

month. 

 

Fund Update 

 

The Fund returned +2.70% for the month. 

 

During the month we increased our exposure to foreign equities from 5% to 7%. The level of gross and 

effective equity exposure has remained at low levels as the current environment still calls for a more 

conservative level of exposure. The net equity exposure on the fund was broadly unchanged at the 

15% level. With political risks remaining elevated we require a higher risk premium on government 

bonds and the fund duration is still low notwithstanding the recent sharp rise in bond yield. Value in 

the offshore bond space has diminished with credit spreads at post crisis lows. 

 

We continue to vary our allocation to the various asset classes based on asset class valuations and 

downside risk. 

 


